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WEEK IN PARLIAMENT
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PRIME MINISTER'S INSPIRING INTERVENTION' —

SPECTRE OF SEPARATISM SCOTCHED

NEW DELHI, MAY 5- We in India are "trying to jump over a few centuries1*, 
"Socialism is not distribution of poverty, it means higher levels of production", 

"Production is the very essence of socialism". - ' 'Need is to achieve material 
advantages while still retaining India's unique personality", "to modernise India 
while keeping intact old roots".

The debate on the President's Address was wound up by the Prime Minister in 
the two Houses in a manner which inspired confidence and assuredness. This was 
so in respect to the stupendous issues faced by the country externally - in 
relation to the serious border situation with Pakistan and China - aS well aS 
in relation to the passions roused by the separatist cry of Dravidanadu.

But when it came to a crucial aspect of the national development, the 
direction aid achievement of the ruling party's socio-economic objectives, the 
Prime Minister's two interventions made little headway beyond the principles he 
has so often enunciated in the past. Statements quoted above from his Lok Sabha 
speech and similar ones he made, failed to deal with the concrete issues raised 
by Members.

Anxious Members on both sides, with their experience of the General 
Elections still fresh, pointedly raised the question of growing disparity of 
incanes, rising prices and the basic issue - how far have the ideals of a 
socialist pattern been achieved. That the issue was a vital part of the con
temporary developments in India was reflected not only by Members from CPI, PSP 
and Socialists but in speeches of Congress Members too. Sri U.N, Dhebar's con
tribution last week had set the pace with his admission that the concept of a 
minimum wage remained unimplemented. The theme was taken up this week by other 
Congress Members, notably Sri Harekrushna Mah at ah in the Lok Sabha and 
Sri Govinda Reddy in the Rajya Sabha, who asked with a pointed frankness: what 
answer am I to give to those who ask if this is the picture of socialism we have 
proclaimed aS our objective? Frankly, he said, he could not convince the 
electorate during the last elections that the Congress had progressed in the 
objective of building socialism.

The approach of the Prime Minister in dealing yd th the array of criticisms, 
statistics, and the stories of popular despair and frustration born out of 
economic aberrations was dual. As usual, it was clear and succinct in regard 
to the basic objectives he has in view, but completely lacking in concreteness. 
An instance was his tackling of the question of concentration of wealth. Growth 
of monopolies and excessive concentration of wealth was bad, the Prime Minister 
felt. But when jrou engage in production the more competent man, the more hard
working peasant makes more money. If this were not allowed there would be 
premium on incompetency. This, conceded the Prime Minister, however, should not 
mean that the hard-working and capable man is allowed to concentrate so much 
wealth aS to harm society. How and where to draw the limits, the Prime Minister 
did not explain.
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MEEK IN PARLIAMENT...

“e0331® • great debate *ich wit-
heard for the f-rst tim coJbrovers 7« n waS the occasion vhen Parliament
XXX ?J XX «‘“^y sPelt ®d eleborated nlea for absolute 
£5XttX/X?UX °OUntry - N°rth - South - - a.

a sepXelXiSntX ““ Sri taadurai
cr^v^i to So?« ’ n^T’ P08^ issues which parlianentary demo-
renugnant concents ineli ? ® freedom to propagate .and change preclude certain

ST concepts, including the country's disruption? Or does the freedom
point of subvertiMSitshb J?nstitul3ion ^ough peaceful processes, even to the 
of parlianenXXooracW10 ®"=tltute one of the essential points

+ n </+r beings the DMC leader has achieved just the reverse of
sece''s?on%o°fh is.bold and forceful declaration demanding the right of

h^e produced

plea foXfi^^nXX^ P-S^ate

all perish" his call. Bymid-Jek, vheXe £ 

up tne debate, the spectre of Dravidanad had receded 
declare that he wondered if anyone, even 
claim for a separate State. Grievances 
dissatisfaction were another matter, for

"If India is divided we 
vhen the Prime Minister rose to round 

-y------—C sufficiently for him to 
Sri Annadurai, meant seriously their 
or.mistakes which may have generated 
which, different remedies were open.

The Prime Minister's performance in Parl lament, coming amidst a seething

coming years.

.iXMJT S hiS “ °me to dealing uith international

Indians p AX™* k X X/hX'' b°rder declaration ofrental ofMX - a to race, end specifically America's
lining th nt t^1 erosions. was crystal clear and unambiguous in under-
end aCld Tc^rd f°r ^s~t

Xe”enXT: ioft a XX ™ XXXXM tSegr*hx9 °f the latest Cninese note, vhich he did 
not mention during his speech in Lok S*ha, spoke a different llgwX

ter s woros m the Lok Sabha seemed to comprehend this 
i^ien he spoke. again in the Raj ya Sabha, aid his posture 
generated obviously by premonitions of these development 
ness to meet them. ' ""

Hie Prime Minis-
He was more explicit 

was one of confidence, 
s and a certain p rep are d-

The attempt of fakistan to simultaneously rake up trouble in Kashmir he 
revealed the inside story of these elans - elicited all-round sXrt for ihe 
Government's courageous and deft handling. The fact Aich amazes many X the 
manner m *ich this country's Prime minister rises to contingencies Lch ® the 
present; and his presence and expressions in Parliament, this provide neu 
testimony to his po»ers of comprehension, leadership and vision.

***** ***** , , , . .
.The spot-light fell heavily on Sri Bhupesh Gupta this reek, as he emerged 

thrdAb1!7 lroJ b^° performances. Following soon on his intervention in 
non i president s address came his marathon speech on Friday, the
non-ofiicial i^iAers day. x rooosmg his Constitution Amendment Bill, v^ich seeks 

o resolve tne controversy over the President's powers by laying down clearly 
the necessary Constitutional provisions, Sri Gupta spoke for over hours.

A contrast was the first speech of the Maharaja of Jaipur: it lasted just 
about minutes. —(IPA SERVICE)— ’ J
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Th© preparation of V World Conference has raised in 
Italy a great deal of discussion in the trade unions of 
Italian Confederationc£ Labour•

In the debate the main object was to make a positive 
contribution to the trade union policy of the ..F.T.U., 
and to unite observations, critics were made on several 
important points on the project of Programme, and consequently 
on* the report laid Out.

Without saying any word as the numerous points on 
project of the Programme and on the report made by Comrade 
Louis Saillant, the Italian delegation are completely agreed. 
This occured constantly on the historic importance of success 
obtained by the workers of socialist countries, and audaciously 
by the worthwhile perspectives of construction of tommission 
in the this applies equally to the victories
obtained by the peoples towards the liquidation of colonialism, 
and accordingly for the great perspectives and success, also 
for the working class of the capitalist countries. The action 
of works are opened in the world for peace, for Independence 
of peoples, for the liberation and again capitalist exploi
tation.

We are agreed with the appreciation stressed out 
by Comrade Saillant on the essort of fight in Italy. Last 
years the fight has been greatly extended and became positive, 
and duration were prolonged.

On the basis of demands which exercising always great 
danger indeed, affronting the problems such as negotation 
on the wage structure, to the problems of professional 
qualification and to the classification for promotion, and 
honorary ritual conditions of labour, etc.

The Italian Confederation of Labour is demanding to 
right to negotiate as the all aspects of work done, 
compromising the control on Trade disputes, dismissals 
and on the professional formation.

The concrete demands which touch directly the numerous 
politido and patronal aspects. It has been inforced in the 
concious of labouring classes. The necessity to take action 
against the monopolies, for the transformation of economies 
and democratic structure.

The fight is become an example objecting to the 
working class to orientate with other category of workers, 
namely the Agricultural Workers, which is numerous in number 
stressed their revend icatlons this for immediate
report.

The monstrous politicle strike instituated by the CCII 
only break down the tentative facist strength belonging to 
certain Italian Capitalist group.

This democratic struggle bring a new era to the 
importance for which working classes of Italy to-day are 
struggling with enthusiasm particularly for the new 
generation.

Ehren success were made, but we still remain unsatisfied. 
Though the perpetual critic and sollicitation of the masses
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remain vital and important to affront the duty lay down to 
cope with the future. That permit us to extend our success 
mot against grav stagnation in our fight standing since 
1950-1955.

The capitalists are accumulating their profits, through 
expansion of Industries. At this stage a big Italian Patron 
(boss) is considerably inducing mannoure to divide the 
Trade Unions and their politicle activies.

This sat of paternel politic is only acceptable by 
the Italian D.C.F.T.U. The members of J.C.F.T.U. International 
organisation in their collaboration they are preparing to 
orientate for transformations of Technologies. Meanwhile 
at this moment the conditions of life of our workers became 
grave. Although the Rights and privileges of trade unions 
developing the politicle issues in the internal life 
of working class, based on class principle. How we would 
be able to crush down such attack ? We are straightly 
telling them with courageous critic to all our activities 
that’s brought them to headache. We rather firmed in 1955 
through the Comrade Giuseppe Di Vittorio, to whom we evoke 
good son ver in, even now a days,. We deserve great cl ©rotation 
to him. We have liquidate than our rigid line fallows ast-

In capacity that’s obscure our politicle^revenge, and 
other Trade Union right in th© various fields such as factories, 
which varied constantly and brings new strength amongst the 
working classes.

Many things passed away without our consultation and 
without taking any consideration. We are quite aware of 
our abilities and knowledge and by the way we know how. to 
utilise our experiences in the field of fight specially 
when the time is favourable.

There is great of differences which exist in one factory 
to another. Our profession to Aeat, region to region - we 
have rectify our Trade Union Unions process which pretended 
th© unity of working class on the plan of essentiality 
that going to be achieved.

We have also realised our unity concerning th® revenging 
fight for Labour in the real situation. We have released 
our responsibilities as being a Trade Union officials, W 
unification of fight which, are developing oh a common 
ground in diverse aspects of our revondlentions. We have 
had also contains of revenge which is more audacious. 3o far 
all these facts we are not allowed to participate in the 
fight for liquidation to self GovernEent. which Is initiated b ; 
the Trade Unions the J.C.F.T.U. are constant collaborating 
to threaten our politicle right. However the unite action 
has made a further step, even the assistance of J.C,F.T.U. 
is not in a position to overtake.

We are living in Itai y to-day with an experience what 
we considering important, that’s fuses on good knowledge 
and facts which outline the action in diverse situations. 
Truely speaking this is the real thing to acquaintance with 
capitalism.

The sake of modern technology has permited them to 
make certain concession in the matter of wages. But never
theless the fight against capitalists regime is hardly 
extending day to day.

...3
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It is not expanding in real form, but we have had the 

proof that gradually expanding whole over the country and 
it is not obvious to the capitalist to reframe the working 
class consciousness and their struggle for more unification 
amongst the working class.

In all these confirmation we need Trade Union politics’ 
in accordance to the necessity of th© situations, in their 
dynamism, in their positive and as well as negative.

The necessity is to obtain, and research to the unity 
for the workers struggle, not in a dual formala, but in 
the concrete way of revindications, who may have common 
objection so as to fight exploitation. A fight who would 
conquer the general character, who would be able to destroy 
the capitalists and monopolies power, in order the necessity 
’energy resources’ nationalisation could be fulfil, and 
control of democratic state Industries are obviously needful, 
the Trade Union rights should be considered as a National 
formula, in accordance to the fundamental workers problems.

Naturally, we are not so far to reach our task, which was 
put before uss As orientation to the practicle action we are 
setting up day by day, in order to crush down the capitalists 
systems.

We are engaged to-day in a exceptional effort, that 
South Italy, where the historic conditions of people are 
backward. We are trying our best to uplift the conditions 
in accordance to the need. There the penetration and adjust
ment of monopolies is very strong. On the same way we are 
also engaged, in the domain© of Trade Unions at work, 
in manner to help and direct in all potential fight for 
workers.

We have again limitation of action, in unsufficient 
fight against the colonialism and colonailists. I should 
say in the fight of National Liberation, we are not loosing 
a single point. We are not only taking a solidarity stand 
to sympathy with the Algerian people, Cuba, Angola or 
with South Africa, but we have made agitations to demonstrate 
our will.

What we leave .tn less satisfactions, that absence of 
concrete conveyance to substantiate within the objectives 
of our action and the objectives the underdeveloped countries 
are still struggling for their political and economies 
Independence. We too are facing the capitalism trenching 
initiative in Italy. Their tendency is to conquest the very 
position to enjoy the economy as much as possible. We have 
realised that Trade Unions should straightaway fight them. 
This is only a better way to tackle the workers problems 
and much what others are doing to destroy capitalism in other 
countries. We think the condition of battle against 
capitalist, need, a severe attack. We hope to take up this 
matter at heart, against the people exploiters. This is an 
humble opportunity now to consider the matter specially it 
is obvious to the Europeans, but we do not see such 
implementation in the document of Congress or in the Report 
laid down. These are the critics which is very serious.

The occurence of C.G.T.L. preoccupation in capitalist 
Europe, the division in the so id st of Trade Unions movement 
are profoundly exploiting the Trade Unions, so 
expansion of capitalist regime are concentrating in diverse 
way to maintain monopolies power.

...4
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The situation here are not only providing misery and 

poverty also threatening the Trade Union unity and action, 
this state of affair equally demanding people awakening 
so that working class could vanguish the boss exploitation 
for the better living of conditions.

The C.G.I.L. therefore consider the union in the 
working class, and elaboration which are conducting in 
Europe were determined and also consider that present stage 
is grave in the views of Politicle and Trade Union International 
spheres. The surmounting difficulties are boundless, though 
we are aware. But why not modify such a situation, which 
is important to the International.

The fight for peace euqlly standing in guropean capitalist 
character as dramatic urgency. Wiat we have realised in Italy, 
great demonstrations took place, could not satisfy us still on. 
We think that to develop such issue is quite necessary that 
Trade Union should characterized in real form their social 
and political aspirations. The objective surmounting movement 
must take diplomatic positions as vulcanies. Experience has 
shown such a necessity.

Comrade Saillant in his report he had reserved a large 
place to the Trade Union unity. He also pointed out the 
Italian Trade Union fight and development such as in numerous 
countries. Certainly with Italy other countries will appreciate 
the initiative and rest assure that with positive action 
and people conciousness. Trade Unions will be able to ful
fil her tasks.

Our Trade Union will discuss and should discuss as much as 
possible the problems of Unity which is important according 
to my knowledge.

The nature and orientations of J.C.F.T.U. into politic 
seems we accept the capitalist systems Which is in collaboration 
to the system. Particularly in the domains of International 
politic, his support and his form of adjustment are creating 
troubles. Xh±8 It is outstanding activities with the group 
who are most outraging to the cold tvar.

Now a days J.&.F.T.U. due to his new operation wishes to 
influence the working class. This way of objection and 
initiative taken the wish is to obtain good success, by 
criticising and by orienting new method.

The experience has shown that great masses passing 
their objectives, and most of the guiders and also the 
organisations of J.C.F.T.U. chooses new tactices.

It should be worked out in that direction, so that 
the good way of development may raised people conciousness.

To favourise the unity of action it is mean that to choose 
causiously objectives. It will not worthwhile only to choose 
the programme of action as it is presented to us. I repeats 
Concrete base of action could cover all ground and the idlshes 
of every country. The position created in the Report of / 
Comrade Sailant. It seems to me eronious to my notice the 
programne of action presented to this Congress could constituted 
in some way the basic organ of Unity and organisations, which 
lay out on the proposition of analogies. To be more precised, 
we think now a days in the whole world Trade Union and 
progressive organisations even revolutionaly autonomous unity 
were not accept such base.

...5
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The pretention of reality about unity of action with 
the associations no - affiliated to the W. F. T.U. on the above 
mentioned facts there is no any fundamental reality* The 
development of Politic on unity demanding consequently 
another thin&.

This question put in evidence the necessity of operation 
on distinct within politic, unity amongst Trade Unions and 
politicle action. To realise the differences organisations 
International.

The International Trade Union situation are developing 
in a way of great co-operation for unity of action on the 
specific points. Even the organisations which are not 
affiliated to the W.F.T.U., are of them consequently their 
activities reflecting on the same way to the possibility to 
bring bright future.

To bring down more unity amongst the working class to 
elaborate an strategic Programme, regional and National 
close colaboration will quote appreciable.
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UMANATH RAO - elected fro® Pudukkottai constituency' 

born (year not known) Kozhikode, Kerala

- From 1935 onwards, right from his student days, 
participated in the independence movement

- Was active in the student movement in Annamalai University 
and mobilised the students in the anti-imperialist 
struggles of early Second World War period (1940)

- Left college while studying for B.A.(Hons) to join 
as a full-time political worker

- In 1940, was implicated by the British Government
in the Madras Conspiracy Case. The trial lasted 11 months 
and among co-accused were P.Ramarurti (at present 
Member, Raj ya Sabha) and Mohan Kumaramangalam.
Was sentenced for 21 years - Served jail terms-in Bellar-y 
and Cannanore jails.

- Became active in the trade union movement in Coimbatore 
since 1942 - Did relief work at the time of the plague 
epidemic in Coimbatore - When official innoculators 
dreading infection did not dare approach affected 
areas, Umanath led batch of volunteers' for doing 
relief work and to take preventive steps.

- went underground in 1946 at .the time of the. talk workers 
of the then South Indian Railway (SIR) - was also active 
in leading the Stanes Mills strike in Coimbatore - 
After this strike, was implicated in a murder.case and 
detained in early 1947.

- Escaped from jail in April 1947 and did TU work while 
underground.

- Was arrested in 1950 along with M.Kalyana’sundaram 
(now re-elected Communist MLA) and implicated in the 
Trichy Conspiracy Case - Was sentenced for three years 
in this case along with the earlier charge and esk3|EE for 
fesmxxxissKx escaping from prison.

- Inside jail, conducted a 28-day hunger-strike in 1950.

- Released in mid-1952 and since then actively in the 
trade union activities, in Trichy dt., as well as in 
work among, peasantry.

- Recently conducted hunger-strikes to press for settlement 
of demands of Pudukottai textile workers and Pugalur 
sugar mill workers.. ■ • - ■ ■ ■ . S

- Member, State Executive, CPI, Tamilnad Council.
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Communist Party in 1938.

General Council of the AITUC.

■ecretary, Tamilnad Trade Union Congress



OF ELECTIONS AND YOUNG MINDS

> j

What are ballot papers made of?

Certainly of paper - and nair.es and symbols! - X | 
Nice things, no doubt. s

By weight, over 200 tons of ballot papers were put 
out for the general elections. If you wanted to count 
them, one by one, it would be some sixty crores!

And all this and a few crores of rupees and the 
labour of tens of thousands of persons were required to 
get the symbols marked, to get majorities to rule 
- and minorities to oppose - over the next five 
year period.

You have been taught about democracy. You 
have a direct experience now of how democracy is 
made and what it is said to be made of.

You have felt the thrill of holding a ballot 
paper for a few seconds.

It is just like any other piece of paper, with names 
and symbols.

Most of you found only one symbol lovely enough.

And you took the delicate piece aside and marked 
your stamp on it.

It was all over in a few seconds.

You were one in a million - nay, the millions, 
who did alike.

You have now been classified into percentages.
You are the one among 51 million (40.06%); 11 million 
(10%); 7 million (6%) or 28 million (25.21%) - representing 
the symbols you crossed in that fateful second.

Before the moment you held the ballot paper in 
your hands, you were one in 200 million (100%) - a cent 
per cent citizen voter in this second largest country 
in the world. You were the omnipotent voter.

Now you are part of a percentage - part of the 
political mind of India that finds expression in symbols.

You might be happy - if you voted for a winner. 
Or sad, if your candidate lost. Or sadder still, if he 
lost his deposit.

Or you have forgotten all about it, since the 
days of excitement are over.

*
You were nevertheless most sought after, till 

the moment you cast your vote.

Men with powerful voices have dinned into your 
ears the need to vote for a particular symbol#

You have been told many shocking things about the 
other party or the other candidate.

nair.es
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Worst still, you were shocked to find members of 
the candidate’s party working on the sly to defeat him.

You have seen coffers getting filled of election 
funds - and getting emptied at equal speed.

You have been approached by the printed word, 
by the multicolour posters and the slogans raised in 
processions - the regular feature on the streets 
for most of the days.

And the newspapers which you thought spoke 
only of objective truth began to show particular likes 
or dislikes.

You are then told that jdbBx3^gx?3?5®^2a8^^ 
the likes and dislikes xasExitesE seen in cold print 
belong to those who control the purse strings and pay 
the editors.

You have fceen big men alighting from sleek cars almost 
crawling before the omnipotent voter. You have seen 
smiling ministers and Maharanis walking in villages 
reading out speeches prepared by smart PROs,

You learn a lot about the actual value of truth 
- and of slander, measured in terms of column inches, 
platform speeches, the handbills, posters and writings 
on the wall.

You are dazedl And it is excitingJ
♦

If you were not just a voter but had plunged in 
the battle of the ballot, you would have learnt plenty 
more.

It’s certainly nice to go about for votes, to 
influence minds of hundreds and thousands, to argue 
and convince, to shouted at and thrown out, to be 
hooted down and Intimidated - and, if luck has it, your 
candidate wins or the minister against whom you fought 
came topping down. You feel like a hero.

It is certainly nice to passionately work for a 
cause, to get more adherents to that cause through 
the campaign for the vote, It even if your candidate 
proves a loser.

And it is certainly nice to tn show - sometimes, 
a most pleasant surprise for you - how well you speak 
on a public platform. You discover hidden talents of 
the organiser and leader. You may even geib mention 
in the newspapers.

You might one day be an MP or an ML Al
*

The scoreboards have been taken out. New Cabinets 
are being formed.

Candidates have submitted statements of election 
expenses — well within the permissible Rs.__------- •



And all the rest in lakhs, out of the x lavish 
donations of mil ionaires and maharajahs were spent 
strictly on philanthropic activities during 
these election months in our ’’world’s largest 
democracy”.

Gay maharanis have become renowned democrats 
and whole families of turbaned princes have freely 
walked into the elected organs of our republic.

So have trudged in many others, whether you 
like them all - or not.

♦

What next?

For the next five years, you will be a passive 
spectator?

Democracy isn’t just the right to vote once in 
five years. And then leave the field free for the 
legislators and ministers to do as they please 
for half a decade.

Democracy needs constant check of the elected 
rulers, democratic mass organisations to criticise 
wayward rulers and constant public intervention on 
major matters of national importance.

If you hibernate for the next five years, 
the dreams with which you voted would be as far 
way from realisation as the next general election 
is.

For the young mind, passivity and hibernation 
would be suicidal.

Vote settles the problem of power. But vote 
does not settle all problems.

These have to be resolved by democratic action.

There is plenty to do - to organise, agitate, 
and build for a happy future.

You^have to act to get election promises 
fulfilled. You will have to act en masse.

The election campaign has stirred up the 
young minds.

Let the new stirrings bear fruit in mass work 
axtisK for common good.

After all, what is future made of?

Of young minds in act ion I



UMANATH RAO - elected from Pudukkottai constituency 

born (year not known) Kozhikode, Kerala

- From 1935 onwards, right from his student days, 
participated in the independence movement

- Was active in the student movement in Annamalai University 
and mobilised the students in the anti-imperialist 
struggles of early Second World War period (1940)

- Left college while studying for B. A. (Hons) to join 
as a full-time political worker

- In 1940, was implicated by the British Government
in the Madras Conspiracy Case. The trial lasted 11 months 
and among co-accused were P. Raman urti (at present 
Moaher, Rajya Sabha) and Mohan Kumaramangalam.
Was sentenced for years - Served jail terms in Bellary 
and Cannanore jails,

- Became active in the trade union movement in Coimbatore 
since 1942 - Did relief work at the time of the plague 
epidemic in Coimbatore - When official innoculators 
dreading infection did not dare approach affected 
areas, Umanath led batch of volunteers for doing 
relief work and to take preventive steps.

- went underground in 1946 at the time of the Statk workers 
of the then South Indian Railway (SIR) - was also active 
in leading the Stanes Mills strike in Coimbatore - 
After this strike, was implicated in a murder case and 
detained in early 1947

- Escaped from jail in April 1947 and did TU work while 
underground.

- Was arrested in 1950 along with MiKalyanasundaram 
(now Ee-elected Communist MLA) and Implicated in the 
Trichy Conspiracy Case - Was sentenced for three years 
in this case along with the earlier charge and EXKupGE for

escaping from prison.

- Inside jail, conducted a 28-day hunger-strike in 1950.

- Released in mid-1952 and since then actively in the 
trade union activities in Trichy dt., as well as in 
work among peasantry,

- Recently conducted hunger-strikes to press for settlement 
of demands of Pudukottai textile workers and Pugalur 
sugar mill workers.

- Member, State Executive, CPI, Tamilnad Council.
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- Joined Communist Party in 1938.
- Member, General Council of the AITUC,
- Joint Secretary, Tamilnad Trade Union Congress
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RESOLUTION NO. I

The Committee for Algeria express their deep satisfaction over 

the agreement concluded on iSth March, 1962, between the Govt, of France 

and the Provisional Govt, of Algeria. This agreement paves the way for 

the establishment of a free, sovereign State of Algeria and normalisation 

of relations between the peoples of France and Algeria. The people of India 

had watched with deep admiration the course of the Algerian people's heroic 

struggle for freedom. The sacrifices they made and the hardships they suf ft 

have few parallels in history. It is, therefore, deeply gratifying that the 

Franch Government, under the able and imaginative leadership of President 

De Gaulle, accepted the logic of the situation and arrived at, with the lead 

of the Algerian people, a detailed agreement, subject to the approval of the 

people of France as well as of Algeria. The Committee for Algeria convey to 

the Provisional Government of Algeria and president De Gaulle their heartfe] 

felicitations for the act of statesmanship which brings Algeria its freedom 

and relieves France of an onerous burden.

Unhappily, the travail of the people of Algeria is not at an end 

yet., A section of the European settlers in Algeria (the Q.A.S.) is not 

reconciled to the freedom of Algeria and is cczrtinuing its terroristic 

activities. These activities have deeply marred the joy of the Algerian 

people at the prospect of their freedom and independence. We have reasons 

to believe that the French Government will take necessary and effective step 

to end the sufferings of the innocent people of Algeria so that the right 

atmosphere is created for the opening of a new and important phase in the 

history of the brave Algerian people.

The Committee for Algeria note with deep satisfaction the approval 

by an overwhelming majority of the French people in a recent referndum of 

the Evian agreement. They hope and trust that the referendum in Algeria 

Will be held in peaceful conditions so that the people of Algeria can ex

press their will freely and fully and lay the foundation for a new political 

and social order.



RESOLUTION NO. 2 .

The Committee lor Algeria, in an earlier resolution 

passed in August, I96l, had expressed the view that the 

Provisional Government of Algeria should be recognised by 

the government of India. In expressing that view the Conmittee 

did not have so much in mind the legal or constitutional conplex- 

ities of the situation in Algeria but it wished to give expression 

to the deep sympa thy of the Indian people for the cause of the fre 

dom of Algeria and the heroic way in which the people of Algeria, 

under the inspiring leadership of F-L.N. , were conducting their 

struggle for self-determination and freedom.

Now that an agreement has been concluded between 

the French Government and the leaders of the Algerian people 

a provisional executive consisting fully of the represent!ves 

of the Algerian people formed and Algeria is on the threshold of 

her independence, the Committee for Algeria fully hope and trust 

that ue recognition by the Government of India will be accorded 

to the Provisional Government of Algeria. This would be a further 

expression, of our solidarity with the people of Algeria in their 

just and brave struggle for freedom.
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CONTRAST IN SINO-SOVIET STAND ON KASHMIR 

NEW DELHI APPRECIATES SOVIET SUPPORT

NW DELHI, MAY 5 Warm appreciation of the Soviet support for India's 

stand coupled with the contrasting behaviour of China towards this country marks 

official reactions to the Security Council debate on Kashmir.

/hile. Moscow's support in favour of India's position in Kashmir was already 
known, political observers here regard it as significant that the Soviet delega
tion leader, Mr. Morozov has not only repudiated the clamour for plebiscite in 
Kashmir but has warned against Pakistani threat of fresh tribal invasion. Equally 
signiiicant, it is felt here, is the Soviet delegate's emphasis on the contrast 
between Pakistani bellicosity and India's concern for peaceful settlement.

Informed quarters here underline the importance of Mr. Morozov's reference 
to the "forbearance and patience" exercised by India, and that she is "acting 
in a peace-loving manner, which is entirely in keening with the mutually peace- 
loving policy being carried out by India all through." It is pointed out here 
tn at while in the past, the Soviet Union supporting India's case in Kashmir 
mainly stressed on the validity of Kashmir's accession to India, this time she 
has gone much further in stressing India's peaceful policy and contrasting it 
with Pakistan. “

. This is regarded here as being in direct contrast to the posture adopted by 
nma in recent months. The stress on India's peaceful policy is completely 

lacking in Peking's recent angry notes. Besides, Enina has threatened to send 
out oorder patrols, against which India has decided to defend the frontier. The 
fact that Mr. Morozov praised India's peaceful stand even after Sri Krishna 
lienon s bracketing of China with Pakistan aS an aggressive power - aposition 
that has been taken for the first time in the U.N. by the Indian delegation - is 
taken mere to highlight the contrast between Moscow and Peking's assessment of 
the present Indian stand.

Tliis contrast is made all the more glaring, according to New Delhi circles, 
with^the latest Chinese response to Pakistani overtures for the demarcation of 
tne Mino-Pakistan boundary involving the Pak-occupied portion of Kashmir. 
Mr. Morozov's forthright speech in the Security Council in support of India runs 
counter to Peking agreeing to discuss Kashmir boundaries with’Pakistan. It is 
explained here that this involves, firstly, that China does not fully recognise 
xashmir s accession to India; and, secondly, Peking has gained by P akistan 
supporting it for her claim that the border had "never been delimited and 
demarcated in history". The synchronization of the Chinese threat of resuming 
border patrolling with.Pakistan' s preparations for Tribal invasion is taken here 
aS ominous, for it indicates a two-pronged pressure move against this country.

Meanwhile, the Army has been put on the alert because of these new develop
ments on frontiers facing both Chinese and Pakistani armed forces. All leaves 
are reported to have been cancelled. The timing of Peking's threat to send out 
armed patrols on the border is regarded here as a diversionary tactics to harrass 
India precisely at the very moment when Pakistan is engaged in a propaganda and 
military build-up on the Kashmir frontier. --(IPA)--

Edited. cyclostyled sad published by Nikhil ChakravarUy at SENS Buildings-, Rafi Marg, New Delhi



§AZ?§Z^2ZIon_over security council debate on kashmer

REACTION OF POLI TIC AT, PARTIES

NEW DELHI, MAY 5. Leaders of different political parties have expressed 

satisfaction over the course of the Security Council debate on Kashmir.'

with the Soviet to ^ia and the ability
sneciali? Krishna Menon has presented this country's case have evoked 

appreciation, even among those who are not known as friends of
nan S the th<S S°le ex=eptl«> of a spokes-

IPA approached the spokesmen of various political parties in the Capital 
f?^^^ neact ris to the Security council debate. The views expressed by them 
might be taken to reflect truthfully the public opinion in this country on^this 
highly important issue, ’

Dr. Ran. Subhag Singh.. + Secretary of the Congress Parliamentary Party, said
factorv" taken by Indla s representative in the debate was "very satis- 

appreciation for the Soviet stand and said that it
hv Tn^d “ ' lflterests ^d would considerably add strength to the stand taken
Dy inQiQ,#

Referring to Pak-China agreement on negotiations on Kashmir’s borders, 
ubhag Singh said that he had been apprehending trouble from both these 

countries xor a long time and the latest developments in this connection was 
fact that the announcement of the agreement was done on the

Xl “ KaS“lr Sh,*d’ that - propaganda

™ deader’ h0^ever, felt that in view of the Soviet stand ^ich
would 'upset China", and the firm stand taken by India, it will not be possible 

tO d° mUCh B^t the country must be prepared
todadd°Uld to meet eventuality, Dr. Ram Subhag Singh hastened

Said that Sri Krishna Menon had very ably 
presented Indian case in the Security Council. "We should also be grateful to 
the Soviet Union for the forthright and candid support given by it", he added.

~ °f th® between China and Pakistan on Kashmir border
Sri.Nath Pai felt, should open the eyes of those who have been 
Pakistan to build up its armed strength as a potential bulwark 
friends of China should also realize, he added, to what extent 
go to suite India.

5
encouraging 
against Communism. 
China is ready to

the SecurityIn view of all this, Sri Nath Pai expressed the hope that 
Council would refrain from taking a decision which may tend to 
delicate situation, which two totalitarian countries were recklessly seeking^o 
Cl?© Q.U© a

exacerbate a very

leader of the Communist group in Parliament 
expressed tne view that the Security Council debate on Kashmir had again’made 
it clear that the Western powers were not interested in helping to solve the 
problem. but for the instigation and support of the United States, Pakistan 
would not have succeeded in raising the matter in the Security Council, he said.

$ri Bbupesh Gupta said that the objective in raising the issue at this time 
in the Security Council was to malign India. It is to be noted that it has been 
synchronized with CENTO meeting vhere an important matter of discussion was the 
better aiming of Pakistan. Pandit Nehru's stand that military assistance 
encouraged Pakistan to take to the path of tens ion-mongering and violence is 
very correct.

. Contrast the position of the Soviet Union with that of the Ties tern Powers, 
ri hupesh Gupta stressed. The Soviet Union's correct stand and its support

to India s case is in the interests of all those who stand for relaxation' of

tension and.......
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tension and promotion of good neighbourly relations among nations. Indian 
people will feel happy that the West’s game in the Security Council has been

S.? ty th9 UniOn- XX 
snip of the Soviet Union towards India has been demonstrated.

, „ Defence. Minister has undoubtedly put India’s case ably and convincingly 
interested Sri Gu?ta Said- Bub the Astern Powers are not
interested in judging matters on merits or in terms of the various UN resolutions

"T iS aplank f°r C0W ^st InSl: 
-o^ever, the time is past when such games could succeed.

stltuXXd E?™lr f t Indla Politically and con.
tris i-sue oS mean® ?OUJd be found bM the Government of India to take
SX ue out of the scope 01 the Security Council and the United Nations, 
n hupesh Gupta demanded. Pakistan has violated all the resolutions of the 
of^iolatio^^fPakistan vMch should be ^led upon to answer charges 
of violations before it is given chance to have a say on other issues.

r, . sh^t the Pak-Qhina declaration on Kashmir borders, Sri Bhupesh

—P—d by Pakistan is part of India and Pakistan has no 
tX nX t?,c“’ry negotiations with any other norer regarding this terri- 
ory, nor snoulo. any country undertake negotiations with regard to anv part of Jamu and Kashmir, whether occupied by Pakistan or not, with^list^ 

country iliich is entitled to have negotiations in respect of Jammu and 
or any part thereof is India.

The only 
Kashmir

X SefretafM of the Parliamentary Board of the Socialist
3 ’ supporting the stand taken by India in the debate, struck a critical 

. Krong on the part of the Government of Indi
plebiscite in the earlier stages when the Kashmir 
United Nations. They should have tai 
long time before", Sri Murahari said.

Socialist
note

a to have talked of
issue was discussed in the

aken the stand which they are taking now a

"The moves for border agreement between China c I 1 '
t^e^lott °bSe^eJ 5^ add9d they both’’China^d P^ist^^ted
+ against India despite the fact that they were diame-

1 + to each other in all respects. "India's borders are full of
hostile elements. Our nei^ibours are either hostile to us or unfriendly. The 
only exception perhaps is that of Burma. Ceylon is friendly, but we have many 

tO°’ m th6Se Sh°w that the GovernmentVofman^
India s foreign policy has been a thorough failure", Sri Mirahari

and Pakistan is just a collus-

said.

—§-^2^esman_of_Jan_San^i, Sri Bglraj Madhok, was even ’ore 
the Government of India for its acts of omission and commission, 
representative, Sir Zafrullah Khan, ; ” ' ~ "
advantage of Prime Minister Nehru's offer of Plebiscite which was 
and had no legal or constitutional basis".

critical of 
Pakistan's

according to Sri. Madhok, had been taking
"uncalled for

The Jan Sangh spokesman said that the stand taken by Sri Menon in the 
Security Council was "right and correct", but it should Aot be forgotten that 
it had been taken, only recently, in fact only last year. The greatest enemy

Kas not Pakistan but the policy of Government of India it
self which were.persued for over ten years before tailing the present stand, 
according to on Madhok. Even no-, he added, permitting Kashmir to have a 

constitution and a. separate flag was something counter to the concent 
that Kashmir was an integral part of India.

Sri.Madhok is aLso not satisfied with Sri Krishna Menon representing India
+ deOate ,in bbe cW0° Late Maharaja Hari Singh would have been the 

most effective spokesman for India when the Kashmir issue first cane up before 
qhe ?°uncalsince lawfully and rightfully acceded the State to India,
Sri Madhok said, Maharaja is no longer alive, and in his absence the best 
representative .for India, m the debate should be his heir and present Sadar-i- 
niyast, Maharaja Karan Singh or former Chief Justice of India," Sri Mehar Chand 
Mahajan who was the Chief Minister of the State at the time of its accession to 
x ndi si« “ — \ XP A. y — —



SiyORCE OF_ARTIST FROM SOCIETY UNDER CAPITALISM — 

SATISH GUJRAL SUGGESTS MURALS AS SOLUTION

JULLUNDUR, MAY 5; Sri Satish Gujral, the noted Indian painter, is strongly 

critical of the "big press" for not covering properly the major cultural and 

artistic events in the country.

rate nSiti^^ angrily complained that while even the third-
in7fi^t i i headllnfs’ the aajor artistic and cultural events concern
ed treatment completely ignored or given a very insignifi-

intedtUS S Gujral . expressed satisfaction at the Prime Minister Nehru's 
he had a di c t °f the of the artists and the artistic values,
he had a dig at the behaviour of the beaurocrats for, ^at he called "usumin^n 
idea^thlt^63 pr°vid®d the Government. He welcomed the Prime MinistS'sg 
art-work1 “X °f X 3apital costs of all State buildings be spent on
artist and hisXS? SaJf’ + the publlc acclaim, concern and appreciation of an
Sr o oo Jat on o? Te /c re?Uired to cultivate the necessary atmosphere 
coLon mX narrowing the gulf between the artist and the"

ian. For this, he did 
changed social concepts, were respon- 
member of the social order. The artist 
by alienating himself from the needs

.Sri Gujral was very emphatic on the necessity to make art intelligible and 
LTTbsXXX man’ Art?ust serve the coffim°n mand should bf close to

^e^ed. He expressed concern over the gulf that had come about bet- 
nof hlS wrk 3X1(1 the ordinary man and wan
not biane the "common man", but said that changed social 
sible for the downfall of the artist as a 
had contributed his share in this process 
of the society.

a

"conditioned" the work of an artist
question. The work of an artist was 
as the output of industry. Art

He outlined some of the factors that 
Foremost of them, he said, was the market 
aS much a commodity in the capitalist age __ _____

dictated their terns. The artist had tX ^d thus either
his ri* puShiX * “ *Btra=t monstrosity to satisfy the "taste" of

Sri.Gujral expressed the conviction that in 
solve this problem which he characterised as the India only bold murals could 

"isolation riddle". — (IPA)—

SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES HIT BY UNION BUDGET

TEST BENGAL UNITS1 PROTEST

CALCUTTA, MAY 5; The private small plywood factories in West Bengal face 

extinction following the budget proposal of imposing excise duty on plywood.

- These factories, run as cottage industries employing more than eight thous
and people, mostly refugees from East Pakistan, have hardly any means to nav the 
proposed duty. About three thousand families ta Calcutta anXubX X? 
depend on this type of cottage industry, run without any Government assistance, 
for their livelihood and maintenance, 5

In a memorandum sent to the Union Finance Minister, the Cottage Industry 
Plywood Manufacturers .Association of Calcutta has stated that thly were carry
ing on with great difficulty because of the hard competition from the saw mill 

manufacturers, numbering about 60. It has been pointed out 
that these approved factories not only enjoy guaranteed markets in the tea plant- 
bi^d^tr^0^ authorities, State Transport undertakings,
oig industries etc. lor their commercial products. On the other hand plywood 
manufacturers in the cottage industry are not authorised to manufacture tea chest

of commercial,...,.
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or commercial plywood and thus have no guaranteed market. The imposition of 
excise duty would lead to rise in price of the products and will prove a further 
handicap in the competition with the anoroved manufacturers. It has b’een com- 
oiained that.the approved manufacturers mo enjoy greater facilities in respect 
of raw materials have been unduly favoured by the Central Budget in the shape of 
lower rate of excise duty. The Association has therefore appealed to exempt the 

age plywood industry from the proposed excise duty and thus save thousands
of iaailies - mostly East Pakistan displaced persons - from the sure loss of 
their meagre earnings.

nThe ^t Bengal Rolling Mills Association too has, in a canmunication to 
ie rime Minister, Finance Minister and some other Union Ministers, urged imme

diate, withdrawal of excise duty on steel products of small re-rollers ^ich has 
oeen imposed by the Central Budget. It has been pointed out that small-scale 
re-rolling industry is of very recent origin and most of the units have already 
been closed down because of want of raw materials. The imposition of new 
excise duty will hasten the disbandment of this infant industry in the country.

Demanding urgent steps for regular supply of raw materials at controlled 
rates,the Association has pointed out that West Bengal re-rollers have not 
received their quota of 19® tons of re-rollable billets for the three quarters, 
ended March 31, 1961. ’

.Meanwhile, workers of the powerloam industry have cd-led upon the employers 
tor joint action to save the industry which is facing serious crisis due to 
imposition of additional excise duty on units working 50 or more loans. A recent 
meeting of the workers unions of the industry urged upon the Union Government 
for withdrawal of the tax. The meeting felt that imposition of this fresh duty 
was unjust in view of the fact that powerlpom industry was exewted from the 
purview of the Textile Wage Board because of its limited size and resources.
he meeting further noted that several thousand workers were facing forced 

unemployment due to the owners' running only 4-9 looms and closing the rest. It ’ 
demanded compensation for those who were laid off due to this move. _ (IPA)_

PROGRESS OF RURAL ELECTRIFICATION —

MADRAS IN THE LEAD

NEVI DELHI, MAY 5s The number of villages electrified till the end of 

March 1961 in the whole country is 22,785, according to infoimation made avail

able to the Lok Sabha by the Minister for Irrigation and Power.

These figures do not include the number of villages electrified in Jammu 
and Kashmir.

. ^as ^ie largest number of electrified villages, namely six thousand.
P ^{oliOT?ed UttaT Pr8desh U,500), Andhra (2,125), Punjab (2,030), Bihar 
kl,850), Kerala (1,670) and Mysore (1,650).

The remaining States have only less than five hundred electrified villages, 
except for Gujarat with / 35 electrified villages and Maharashtra with 690. Assam 
has only 55 electrified villages.

A of 3,111 villages were planned to be electrified during the year 
1961-62 in the country, barring the States of Andhra, Assam, Maharashtra, 
Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh for vhich figures are not avail able.

Madras again tops the list with 1,600 villages planned to be electrified. 
Punjab has plans to electrify 600 villages during the year. —(IPA) 



£gS>TTRALlSATION OF POSTERS IN FINANCIAL MATTERS 

WE TO IMPROVE PLAN IMPLMUTATION IN KERALA

TRIVANDRUM, MAY In attenpt to speed up execution and inprove imple

mentation of Plan schemes, the Kerala Government has vested heads of departments 

and administrative organs with greater powers and larger manoeuvrability in 

financial matters.

e heads of departments have nor? been given powers to directly recruit 
employees upto the grade of the lowest gazetted rank, as also effect transfers 
and postings of these employees. They can also create necessary contingency 
posts as per rules and appoint personnel to man these posts,

. Another important decision is in regard to preparation of estimates and 
administrative sanction for Plan schemes. At present final and detailed esti
mates are needed for administrative sanction for the schemes. This has been 

the effect that administrative sanction should be granted over rough 
estimates. It has also been decided that 50 per cent of the succeeding year’s 
Plan schemes should receive administrative sanction during the preceding year.

It has also been decided that progress registers of schemes taken up and 
execution ordered should be maintained. Powers to accord financial sanctions 
have also oeen enlarged. Officials drawing a salary of Rs.800 and above can 
now sanction Plan schemes with an outlay of upto Rupees one lakh and those below 
that upto Rs.50 thousand. Departmental heads have been empowered to sanction 
upto Rupees two lakhs <nle the Secretary of the Public Works Department can 
sanction schemes with an outlay of Rupees three lakhs.

+ 'to purchase of materials for the Plan schemes and projects also,
certain changes have Peen made in the procedure. Tae heads of departments have 
been given powers to purchase urgently needed materials directly by the new 
order. At present, all purchases are to be effected through the Stores Purchase

The changes in the procedure and increased powers to the departmental heads 
were effected on tne recommendations made by a committee, constituted to go into 

legalisation that could be effected. These changes have been 
® ,5^ly w®dc°med though some circles have expressed doubts Aether the desired 
results.would be achieved because many interests would now be at work at 
pressurising the officials concerned into taking steps to favour them. --(IPA)__

ANCIENT FINDS EXCAVATED IN M.P.

jHOPAL, MAY Ancient finds considered to be about two thousand years 

old have been excavated recently at C-odardev in Chhindwara district, Madhya 

Pradesh.

The finds include the_ images of Ganesh, the Hindu God of Learning. Mehavir, 
the am saint and Gautam Buddha; a sculptured gate, presumably of some stupa 
and various stone inscriptions. r

A thirty-man committee has been set up by the Madhya Pradesh Government to 
study these finds vhich will be of great historical and archaeological interest.

-(IPA)-
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————22§TI0N_0F__ RECOGNITION OF THE , PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT 

OF THE ALGERIAN REPUBLIC

A - -SOME FACTS SOME DATA

1st November 1954: All peaceful means having proved inefficient, 

the C.R.N.A. launched armed Revolution. -

1954-55: The two largest political parties and other national 

organisations were dissolved. The entire Algerian people are united 

Within the Front and the &W of National Liberation was . formed in^order 

• to. b«rry on the,struggle.

August 1956: The Congress of the FU which took place at Soummam, 

' ' about. 120 K.M. from Algeri^., elected the national Council of the

Algerian Revolution, the committee of co-ordination and the Executive 

which is true Government of Algeria in war.

1957-58: Military operations on a large scale: shelling of Napalm 

bombs, mass arrests, tortures, construction of eteebrafied barriers 

along the Tunisian and Moroccan frontiers (on March, 1962, there were 

more than a million dead, hundreds of thousands of prisoners and those 

interned, .2,000,000 regrouped, nearly 3.00,000 who took refuge in Tunisia 

and Morocco}.

The F.L.N. High Command, for technical and security reasons, decided 

to carry on the struggle from the other side of the frontier, from 

North African soil - an ultra modern device for transmission is set up. 

Enlisting and rallying of the masses around the F.L.N. and other parallel 

organisation like the General Union of Workers, National Union of Students, 

General Ifriion of Commerce and Industry, Women’s Union, Red Crescent etc,, 

continues in full vigour,

Whole regions are liberated and placed under the control of the 

F.L.N.

19 September, ,958: After 4 years of a fierce war the .Algerian people 

create a Government for themselves: The Provisional Government of the 

Algerian Republic (G.P.R.A.).

TOIS IS AN ACTION BY WHICH, THE ALGERIAN PEOPLE IN WAR PROCLAIMS 

THAT ALGERIA IS TO LONiai A PART OF FRANCE MD THAI THE ONLY AUTHORITY

-2-



From this historical date of the creation of the GPRA the Algerian people shall play a more and more important role in the international field (vide the appendix herewith attached).In order to successfully conduct the war of liberation against an arny of 800,000 men fully armed with modern weapons the G.P.R.A needed; %support; The Algerian Revolution has benefitted from the ever growing sympathy of the world opinion especially of the African, A®iaiin and Latin American countries.Material supports; Arms, Finance, provisions etc. Considerable assistance has been given by the Arab countries, by neutral/ and by socialist countrefs.Du plpmatic,, support^ Within inter-Governmental Conferences, international organisations and diplomatic recognition of the G.P.R.A



.THE QUESTION OF RECOGNITION Off THE G.P.R.A. BY THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC 0? INDIA.

1. There is absolutely no doubt that India, a country that 
has known what colonialism is, and which is traditionally anti- 
colonialist, has firmly supported Algeria in her fight for na- 
tiona'l Independence against French Colonialism.
II. This is amply proved by the resolutions adopted by vari
ous political parties, especially the Congress Party, by the 
debates in the Parliament and by the statements of Prime Minister 
Nehru.
III. This support is quite natural if one takes into consider
ation the fact that both India and Algeria have their internal 
as well as external policies based on the same principles.

-Socialism, democracy, secularism
-anti-colon!ali sm
-non-alignment and abhorance of Military Pacts.
-peace and co-operation with all people.
Both India and Algeria were represented at Bandung in

1955 and at Belgrade in 1961.

India, thus, is one ^f the countries that have the closest 
ties with Algeria as far as principles are concerned.
IV. Why is it then that India is' not included among the 33 
countries (vide the attached list) which have this day recogni
sed the G.P.R.A.?

POSITION BEFORE MARCH, 1962, DATE OF SIGNING THE 
EVIAN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE G.P.R.A. AND THE GOVERN

MENT OF FRANCE.

a) A request for official recognition had been addressed 
to the Government of the Republic of India as early as 19 Sep
tember, 1958.

1• LfSAL—ASPECT-OF THE PROBLEM; After four years of war 
the authority.of the G.P.R.A, over the Algerian people could 
not be put to any doubt.

Under the leadership of the G.P.RA. the army of
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1HE_QUESTI.CN. OF RECOGNITION OF THE G.P.R.A. BY THE 
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA.

1. There is absolutely no doubt that India, a country that 
has known what colonialism is, and which is traditionally anti
colonialist, has firmly supported Algeria in her fight for na
tional 1 independence against French Colonialism.
II. This is amply proved by the resolutions adopted by vari

ous political parties, especially the Congress Party, by the 
debates in the Parliament and by the statements of Prime Minister 
Nehru.
III. This support is quite natural if one takes into consider
ation the fact that both India and Algeria have their internal 
as well as external policies based on the same principles.

-Socialism, democracy, secularism
-anti-colonial!sm
-non-alignment and abhorance of Military Pacts.
-peace and co-operation with all people.
Both India and Algeria were represented at Bandung in

1955 and at Belgrade in 1961.

India, thus, is one «f the countries that have the closed 
ties with Algeria as far as principles are concerned.
IV. Why is it then that India is' not included among the 33 
countries (vide the attached list) which have this day recogni
sed the G.P.R.A.?

POSITION BEFORE 18 MARCH, 1962, DATE OF SIGNING THE 
STI AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE G.P.R.A. AND THE GOVERN

MENT OF FRANCE.
a) A request for official recognition had been addressed 

to the Government of the Republic of India as early as 19 Sep
tember, 1958.

1* QGAL_ASPECT_^.THE PRQBLEM; After four years of war 
the authority of the C.P.B.A. over the Algerian peoI>ie oouid 
not be put to any doubt.

Under the leadership of the G.P.RA. the army of



National Liberation occupied, even according to the version of 

the French authorities, a considerable nart of the Algerian 

Territory.
The fact that the G.P.R.A. had its headquarters out 

side Algeria was due to certain very special conditions of the 

Algerian war (see uhder) what really matter was that both the 

ci vid and military cadres in Algeria acted under the exclusive autho 
. 'rity^of them had taken active part in the armed struggle in 

Algeria for years.

2. POLITICAL ASPECT OF THE QUESTION;
The legal aspect of recognition, though important, must 

be relegated to second place in relation to the political aspect 

of the problem.
The representative character of the G.P.R.A. was uncontes- 

table, the recognition was only a sort of support to a people 

- in war for the sacred principle of the right of the people to 

self-determination.
This would have been the recognition of the fact that 

Algeria did not form part of France.

This would have been a categorical expression by India 

that she formally disapproved the war waged against the people 

of Algeria by France for maintaining their domination.

It would have been a definite encouragement to the 

Algerian people engaged in a merciless war for winning -ttetr 
national independence..

Though the Indian Government recognised the merit of all 

these points and principles she still abstained from giving 

recognition to the G.P.R.A. Why ? For reasons of efficacy, 

it is said. In other words, the Indian Government would be in 

an advantageous position to exert more pressure on the French 
Government with more chances of success for a negotiated settle

ment with the G.P.R.A.
4. Fourty one months after the formation of the G.P.R.A., 

an agreement was signed with the French Government. This agree

ment regulate^ not only the conditions of application of self-



determination, but also the exact conditions of co-operation bet
ween independent Algeria and France. This agreement constitutes 
a de j_acto^- recognition of the G.P.R.A. by the Franch Government 
itself.

"hy it is that, in spite of the existence of this agreement 
the "de jure" recognition assumes a greater importance?

1. For reasons of principle once India proclaims her support 
to the cause of Algerian independence, there wiil be no more any 
obstable to recognition the moment a negotiated settlement on 
the basis of Algerian independence is arrived at between the 
Algerian and French Governments.

2. This settlement received the quase-unanimous approval 
of the people of France following the referendum o'f 8th April 
(this is the first time that a referendum took place in France and 
not in Algeria),.

3, This recognition would be a very important support to the 
G.P.R.A. and would have very advantageous consequesces for future 
relations, between India and Algeria, which would naturally 
remember, with affection, having been supported at a critical mome
nt of her history.

4. As a policy of great importance, this recognition shall be 
highly appreciated particularly by the 33 nations that have 
already recognised and also by the Governments and the people of the 
Arab, African and Asian countries as well as by all democratic 
minded people of the world.

5» From a practical point of view this recognition shall be 
the contribution by India to the war which we are waging against 
all those, who, whether in Algeria, France or in any other part of 
the world, are trying to obstruct the sincere and quick application 
of the Evian agreements (facsist forces of the O.A.S. and their 
allies) .

6. In all logic, the French Government ought to encourage 

recognition of the G.P.R.A. (with which she held negotiations) 
if she is really interested in the the terms of the



Evian agreement^. The fact tha 

intention to do so (look at the

France does not have the least 

example of the Soviet Union, but

nothing happened in the case of Czechoslovakia, 

and Albania all of whom recognised the G.F,B.A

Rumania, Bulgaria

.on the same date

, . _ x. havp the same normal relations withand France continue to have me same

Indonesia, Ghana, Guinea, Mali, Morocco, Tunisia, Pakistan,

Combodia etfi., which have already recognised the G.P.B.A.)

may give rise to various interpr tations but it must at the same

time kindle a desire for giving a still greater support to the

g.p.r.a.
7. The most implant concession nerhaps that could Wmade 

to France wohld^/tLt India, for giving recognition to the 

.G.P.H.A. , waited for a negotiated settlement of the Algerian problem 

waUW 4S months after the formation fo the G.P.R.A.
. - ., „ viry hound bv a commoh orienta-8'. Finally India ana Algeria being Douna uy

tlon, iy common objectives it is abnormal that countries that do 

not aUoge««MHr fulfill these conditions have already recognised 

the G.P.R.A. whereas it is still not so the case with India.

TTTnrpnpv fT CFRlA ON THE INTERNATIONAL SCENE SEVEN YEARS OF HISTORY AUrRhlA. un xrw------------------

■ n h-of vars ago, a handful of determinedWen, about, seven and a halt y.ars ago,
militants decided on a war for national liberation, the intire 

world was takin by surprise to see a nation, which was Isolated from 

_ , npqci vp regime, shaks of4 the yokethe rest of the world, by an oppressive ,

of colonialism and assert its existence.
Today, thanks to the enormous sacrifices of the Algerian 

people and the heroic struggle of the Army of national Liberation 

tort the right of Algeria to independence is recognised even by Fran, 

herself. The provisional Government of the Algerian Republic

• great Powers -f the world. Algeria is respectedrecognised by tnc gitai
and heard in almost all international bodies.



AEG ERI/. AND THE U.N.Q.

From 1 955 up to December 1961 the Algerian question has regularly 
been debated in the United Nations Organisation.

Ihe Algerian question all though the debates in the U.N. 
trans.cendc-nted the limits of a Franco-Algerian conflict, the 
various countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America rallying round 
Algeria to fight against French colonialism and its allies. In 
rapnroching themselves more and more closely they formed them
selves into a homogenous group which the imperialists were forced 
to acknowledge.

10th SESSION 1955

On September 20, 1955, the opening day of the 10th Session 
of the United Nations Assembly, the Algerian people by a general 
strike demonstrated their determinationfor achieving independence. 
The Algerian question for the first time, was placed on the Agenda 
of'the U.N. The world rejected the French thesis according to 
which the Algerian problem was "a French internal question".

JJTH SESSION; FEBBUABY 1957
The 8 days national strike from 28th January to 4th February 

1957 was the national expression of an apical to world opinion, 
on the occasion of the debate on Algeria at the U.N. : the

-general Assembly unanimously adopted a resolution expressing the 

hope "that a just, peaceful and democratic solution be found 
through appropriate means in accordance with aims and principles 
of the United Nations Chariter”*

J2TH SESSION; DECEMBER 1957
T, . ovx tK
ihe Algerian question, for the third time, was placed/agenda 

of-the U.N. The resolution which was unanimously adopted clearly 
recalled the right of the people to self-determination and expre
ssed its "faith in a peaceful solution".



SSSSIOLx NOVEMBER & DECEMBER 1 958

The setting up of the Provisional Government of the Algerian 
^public, on 19 September, 1958, created a new situation both 
politically and diplomat icallyi^he recognition granted, to it by 

fraternal and friendly countries. The revolution once again 

support of African and Asian countries as well as /o} socialist 
countries.

A resolution recognising the right of the Algerian people 
to Independence was passed at the close of the debats of the 13th 

Session in November ,958; the United Nations earnestly recommended 

negotiations between the two parties in view of finding out a solution 

consistent -1th principles of the United Nations Charter. Thls 

attltlide was expression of the condemnation of the French policy.

The role played by fraternal and friendly countries of 

Africa and Asia was very important. The Algerians again scored a 

victory during this Session.

..141H S ESS I ON ; DECEjEBER 1959

Algeria in arms continues its pressure bn both the military 

and political Spheres; the G.P.B.A. proposed September 28 for 

opening of negotiations for the application of the right of 

self-determination and for re-establishment of peace. The 14th 

Session of the U.N.O. supported the stand of the G.P.B.A. and tte 

Algerian people In war for their independence. The assembly 

" recognises the right of the Algerian people to self-determination 

and earnestly desires that negotiations be conducted In order to 

arrive at a peaceful solution on the basis of self-determination 

in accordance with the principles of the United Nations Charter."

In spite of the underhand dealings and pressure of the Atlantic 

Block, the attitude taken by the G.P.B.A. has been forced upon the 

General Assembly.

■l^h—Session; December i960

The diplomatic position of the G.>.B.A., the action of the 

s s o 1 the ngqole nt-hr tp r i\t > । . , ,“ oi the F.L.N. at the time of the decisive
days of .December, these are the facts that strongly support the 

scriptioa of the Algerian question at the opening of the 15th
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Session of the U.N.O. The adversary withdraws from all 
the fronts.

With an overwhelming majority (63 votes for, 8 against, 
and 27 abstentions) the General Assembly explicitely recognised 
the G.P.R.A. as one of the two parties in the conflict, pro
nounced itself against all amputation of the national 
territory and against any kind of partition, recognised the 
urgent necessity for guarantees for' self-determination and 
finally reaffirmed the responsibility of the United Nations 
Organisation in the settlement of the Franco-Algerian conflict.

This time certain traditional allies of France such as 
Turkey, ^anada, Ireland, Denmark and Norway abandon her. 
■16th Session; November-December 1961

The diplomatic support of the countries of Asia and 
Africa assumed quite a great importance at the Conference at 
Belgrade in September 1 96 1 and developed still more .The 
resolution which w-s proposed by the Algerian delegation and 
unanimously voted at the 16th Session of the United Nations 
recommended "the resumption of negotiations with a view to 
putting into execution the right of the Algerian people to 
self-determination and independence having respect for the 
unity and territorial integrity of Algeria.”
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TiA MaG^RLB COUNTRIES

since achieving their independence Tunisia and Morocco 

took an active part In «. bulldlnc up of

material, diplomatic and political support is a valuable asset for the 

Algerian cause.

- The Leaders of North Africa organised a meeting, in 

Tunisia in October 1961, for hastenlnE the advent of peace in ^^ria.

o- Frencn air piracy threaten the entire Marrah with inse 

curity without the independence of Algeria

At Tangierp7in April 1958, it '/as tne unity of Maghreb that

was the main th me of talks, unity of North Africa was 

Tangieriby uie three National Movements. The Istiqlal, 

the r.~.N. reaffimed their faith in a United Maghreb.

proclaimed at

the Heo-Destour and

■t Tunis again, in June 195 8, the. delegation from the

Governments of Morocco, Tunisia and C.C.E. solemnly proclaimed the right

of tne Algerian people to sovereignty and independence

Anally, in February 196f, &e meetins of the head of states 

Da^Bs-Salaa, Rabat vas a positive contribution to the settinc up of 

M agh reb.

A1AB STATES

From the very beginning of Revolution the activities of 

brotherly Arab countries developed in all spheres.

Following the entry in September of the Maghreb countries 

into the League o f ' mh ~ + i- *- c o^tecu, Agena is present in all the sessions

of the League

At the Conference of Shtaura the Foreign Ministers attached 

utmost importance to Algeria. In a resolution they again declared that 

the cause oz Algeria is a cause common to all the Arab Nations".

At Baghdad, in February ]96i, these fraternal countries 

expressed their political and diplomatic support and increased their

Contd..
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/AGERI A AND AFRICA 
ACCR/u xJPRIL 705 8

iile independent States of Africa lent support without reser

vation to Algeria in war,

me independent States of Arica 'recognise the right of the 

.Agerian people to independence and self-determination and declare their 

determination to do everything possible to help the Algerian people until 

tiieir accession to ipdepQndence’ (Resolution on Algeria).

__12 December, '95 G

The people of .Arica meet again at Accra to lay the foundations 

of .Ancan unity. The Conference in its resolution 'condemns the French* 

policy, reaffirms tie right of the Algerian people to independence".

^Blei^nce,of_Inde-pendent African States (August ]959)

At Monrovia Algeria made its official entry into toe union of 

independent African States.

xne Independent jArican States reaffirmed their unconditional 

support to toe Algerian cause. Through them it is toe entire population of 

Africa toat has expressed its will. Henceforth, on international sphere . 

Algeria is about to launch a veneral diplomatic offensive.

in its resolution on Algeria toe Conference ’desires toat 

all toe Governments of toe world support and recognise toe GA.R.a.

Recommends to independents .Ari can States toe pursuit of 

diplomatic activities in support of toe Algerian cause and recommends to J

famish material assistance to Algeria", 1

Second^aference of African peonies, '

Tae Second Conference of African peoples which met at Tunis 

in January i960 "denounces and condemns toe imperialist designs for parti

tioning Algeria and declares toe principle of indivisibility and integrity 

o f .A geri an Terri to ry ",

Three months after two successive international Conferences 

were held, one at Accra and toe other at Conakry. The first brought 

together representatives of all independent States of /Arica and toe 

second the representatives of the peoples of Ulrica and .Isla and revival 

and throu* the historical Conference of 3andu„c to toe level of toe people.

Contd,. c

i A
i 

------------------ — ~
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Botli these conferences have once again supported the Algerian 

people in their stxuEClc tor liberation. The pl® ot MAI to make an 

appeal for volunteers creates great enthusiasm.

Tnjroillation al Council of the Algerian Revolution..

On the eve of the Avian negotiations the third Conference of 

the African peoples held at Cairo (march 1961) denounced all manoeuvres 

at partitioning Algeria and lent its unanimous support to the G.F.R.A. 

in its decision to start negotiations with the French Government.

.SUFFORT

BAtoUhG

A few months after the launching of the Revolution the coun

tries of Africa and Asia give, at Bandung, an overwhelming support to the 

struggle - Algeria.

Ihc Bandung Conference revealed to the entire humanity the 

exlstor.ee o£ the fewer ot the ’third block’, .aEerlcn Revolution was re

presented tocrd by a doloGation a>mprlSinE specially Klim.* Yazid and 

Ait-Ahmed,

The Bandune Conference in its final resolution declared 

support, to too -ri^tof too people of ««i., Kok>«» and Tunisia 

to self -determination".

From the Conference of Bandung to that of Belgrade m 

September 1061 .J.geria is at the head of anti-colonial war. The Algerian 

war has become the symbol of anti-oolonial fight for Afro-Asian people. 

Algeria pledges with the countries of Africa and Asia in declaring 

her fidelity to the principles laid down at Bandung and her neutrality 

to w ards th e two b lo c. .s •

CAI AG: Deceatoex j957.

Afro-Asian solidarity is again expressed in toemoB. 
striking manner at the Ca.ro Conference, continuing and strengthening 

the powerful Bandung movement. Algeria is also at the battlefield where 

toe most decisive battle between the forces of progress and colonialism 

is being fought.

Afro-Asian Peoples’ Solidarity Conference, held at Cairo, 

declared ’its support to toe heroic struggle of toe Algerian people".

exlstor.ee


BELGR^Au: September 19 61

mo re than 20Sead of States of Africa, Asia, Latin America 

and Yugoslavia solemnly supported the G.F'de jure' recognitions 

by Yugoslavia, Cambodia, Afghanistan, Ghana and 1 alii st an have strengthened 

the ever increasing solidarity.

The representation of the GA ....... on international bodies 

is widened and strengthened. In the motion on .Jccria all the Chiefs of 

States and of Governments of the Belgrade Conference expressed their 

'satisfaction to see that at this Conference Algeria is represented by 

her legitimate representative, the President of the G.1;A.A.’.

Seven and a half years of struggle witnessed international 

solidarity with Algeria, which was of immense importance to us. Today the 

result of it consists in this vast / of the Algerian Revolution across 

th e on ti re wo rid.

11*5 head of States and of the Governments of the greatest world 

powers after having supported the Algerian cause have recognised the State 

and tlie Algerian Government. Following the recognition by brother countries 

of the kaghreb and of the Arab world, China, the independent States of 

Africa and of Asia, Cuba, Yugoslavia and immediately after the cease-fire 

the Soviet Union, Czechoslovak!a, Bumania/and Albania extended a 'de jure* 

recognition to the G.l.iS.A.

messages of sympathy and solidarity at this decisive stage of 

our Revolution read1, us from all corners of the world. This tremendous 

support proves that today the great nations are with Algeria to help us 

to put into practice in truth and honesty tire agreement readied at Evian 

and to strongly condemn the criminal actions of the C.A.G. fascists.
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33 States have de jure recognised the Provisional Government of the 

Al geri an Republ i c,

here is 
reoo gnition.

tlie list ox those States according to chrono logical order of

| IRAQ

LIBYa

4 MviiuCCv

f TUNISIA

J saudi arabia

J CRD a I

UNITED zJUB REPUBLIC

YEMEN

G'i CHINA (PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC)

SUDAi

IXREzi (PEOPLE’S DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)

VIETNAM (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)

INDONESIA

19 September, 1953

19 September, 195 8

19 September, 195 3

19 September, 195 8

20 September, 1958

20 September, 1958

21 September, 195 8

21 September, 195 8

22 September, 195 8

22 September, 195 8

25 September, 195 8

2 6 September, 195 8

27 September, 195 8

30 September, 195 8

MONGOLIA (PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC)

LEBANON

LIBERIA

TOGO

Mi XI

CONGO (Leopoldville)

CUBA

Pakistan

AFGIAIISTAI

CAuBODIA

YUGOSLAVIA

gnaia

REPUBLIC OF GYRI A
SOM./ XI z .

U.S.S.R.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA
KUMAI IA
AuB/^IIa

BULGARIa

6 Aigust, 1959. Confirmed

15 December, 195 8

15 J anu ary, 1959

7 Juno, i9 60

17 June, i9 60

18 Feb rtA ary, 1961

19 February, 1961

29 Juno, 19 61

3 August, 19 61

2 September, 1961

5 September, 1961

5 September, 19 61

5 September, 19 61

6 October, 19 61
20 October, 1961
19 March, 19 62
20 M arch, 19 62
20 March, 19 62
21 March, 19 62
21 M arch, 19 62



AN EXTRACT FROM PRIME MINISTER’S SPEECH ON INTERNATIONAL 

SITUATION IN REPLY TO THE DEBATE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS IN THE 

LOK SABHA ON THURSDAY, THE 7TH DECEMBER, 1961 .

ALGERIA

I confess that this question of the recognition of the 

Algerian Government has troubled us greatly, because our minds 

and hearts are with the Algerians fighting for their freedom, 

We have said so repeatedly. We have helped them in many ways, 

morally and otherwise, apart from resolutions, diplomatically 

and otherwise. It was not merely a question of legal flaw, 

although legally one normally does not recognise a Government 

that does not exist in its own territory. It is an emigre Govern

ment. It is recognised only in war time for special purposes. 

But the real difficulty was - we considered it several times - 

whether it would be more advantageous to Algerians if we recognise 

it or refrain from doing so. As we have said, we are thinking of 

it, we continue to think about it and a time may come when we 

will do it.

But in the last two years or so there have been constant 

talks between the Algerian national leaders and the French 

Government and always there has been hope that these will lead 

to some result. I still hope and I think it is quite conceivable 

and even probable that some agreement will be arrived at fairly 

soon to make Algeria free and independent. So I was informed 

too when I was passing through Paris recently. But I cannot 

guarantee because there have been so many slips in the past. 

This kind of a thing on the verge of taking place, a gesture 

because it would only be a gesture of saying that we recognise 

the Provisional Government, instead of helping them may even 

come in the way. That is our thinking. We may be wrong or we may 

be right. We thought we may even come in their way. It will
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certainly come in our way to deal with this problem in any other 
way because then all the other approaches will be barred. Anyhow, 
what I am trying to point out is this that we have felt very 
strongly the tremendous suffering and sacrifice of the Algerian 
people. In their struggle we have been wholeheartedly with them. 
We have expressed ourselves in this way everywhere, in diplomatic 
correspondence, in private talks* in the United Stations, here 
and everywhere. As to this gesture of recognition, it might 
under certain circumstances do go.od and it might not. One balances 
these things and in the balance we thought that it might do a 
little more harm to their cause than otherwise. That is why we 
did not do it.



AH EXTRACT MIME MINISTER *3 speech ok foreign AFFAIRS 
III THE LOK SABHA OH WEDNESDAY, THE 16TH AUGUST, 1961.

ALGERIA

But in Africa there is the old question of Algeria. Repeated 

attempts at negotiations have not brought any fruitful result yet. 

One can. only hope that these will be resumed and out of them 

will cow decisions confirming the independence of Algeria. Unfort

unately for Algeria, the Sahara Desert is producing oil. Oil is 

always a troublesome thing, -something that leads to cupidity and 

conflict, normally one should say obviously that the Sahara Desert 

should be a part of Algeria or, may be, a part of Tunis, whatever 

it is, that is creating a good deal of trouble. I feel that the 

normal course should bo followed and Algeria should include those 

areas. Anyhow, as the House knows, we have supported Algeria 

completely throu^aout this period.

One question has certainly arisen, that is, the recognition.

of the Provision 1 Government of Algeria. Many friends, hon. Members 

opposite and on this side too, have felt that we should recognise 

the Provisional Government of Algeria. It may be that we have 

taken a rather legalistic view because normally speaking one does 

not recognise a Government which does not function on the soil, 

except in wartime when this is being done, that is, emigre Govern

ments. So, while we were completely in favour of Algerians 

independence and the success of their nationalist struggle, we did 

hesitate to recognise this Government. In fact, however, although 

de .jure recognition was not given to it, de facto recognition to 

sone extent has taken place. We have met the Ministers of this 

Provisional Government and in a few days tine , in a fortnight or so, 

as I shall presently inform the Howe, I am going to Belgrade to 

attend a Conference of certain non-aligned countries and the 

Provision.il Government of Algeria is also represented there. So 

we function together de facto. It is not a matter of high principle

Provision.il


although sone principles and practices of intemation.il law are 

involved in it. Nevertheless, it is not a matter of high principle 

and it is for us to consider afresh whether v/e should recognise 

the Provisional Government of Algeria or not and, if so, when we 

should do so. We thou^t that our non-fomo.l recognition, that is, 

de jure recognition, would probably help us in some ways in 

dealing with this problem, - in helping it and in helping them to 

find a solution. But if that is not so and other circuit anoes 

ar iso, we shall consider the question then of formally recognising 

the Provisional Government of Algeria.

intemation.il


focTMHHQa «MOCKBA»
MockBQ, Oxomnbm psiA, a. M 2/10. TeA. K-2-10-00
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